A bounded linear operator T : H1 → H2, where H1, H2 are Hilbert spaces, is called norm attaining if there exist x ∈ H1 with unit norm such that T x = T . If for every closed subspace M ⊆ H1, the operator T |M : M → H2 is norm attaining, then T is called absolutely norm attaining. If in the above definitions T is replaced by the minimum modulus, m(T ) := inf{ T x : x ∈ H1, x = 1}, then T is called minimum attaining and absolutely minimum attaining, respectively.
Introduction
Throughout the article, we assume H, H 1 One of the famous problems in operator theory is the invariant subspace problem which asks whether every nonzero bounded linear operator which is not a scalar multiple of the identity operator, on Hilbert space has a nontrivial invariant subspace?. Similarly, the hyperinvariant subspace problem can be stated as "whether every non zero bounded operator which is not a scalar multiple of the identity has the hyperinvariant subspace?"
For Banach space operators, the answer is negative and a counter-example was given by Enflo.
This problem has been solved for many subclasses of B(H), for example, compact operators [2] and isometries [7] . Some of the famous techniques used to find a non-trivial invariant subspace are fixed point theory or Lomonosov's technique [13] , Brown's technique of functional calculus [4] and non-standard analysis which was used by Bernstein and Robinson [3] . Recently, Ambrozie and Muller [1] showed that polynomially bounded operators on Hilbert space, whose spectrum contains the unit circle have invariant subspace. C. Foias et.al [8] proved that some special class of subnormal operators have a non-trivial hyperinvariant subspace while Liu [12] gave the converse of Lomonosov's theorem and obtained some necessary and sufficient conditions for invariant subspace problem.
The study of absolutely norm attaining operators (AN -operators) was initiated by Carvajal and Neves in [5] , where the authors introduced the concept and discussed several properties and examples. The AN class contains many important classes like compact operators, isometries, partial isometries with either kernel or range finite-dimensional. The positive ANoperators were characterized in [16] , while a unique representation of such operators is discussed in [19] . Another characterization of positive ANoperators is discussed in [18] along with a structure theorem for paranormal AN -operators. In the same article existence of reducing subspaces of paranormal AN -operators is studied. In this article, we improve these results.
Another class of operators similar to the AN class is the class of absolutely minimum attaining operators (or AM-operators). Though there are a few similarities, they differ in many ways. For, example every AM-operator has a closed range, while it is not the case with the other class. These two classes differ in spectra and many other properties. We refer to [5, 9, 10] for more details of the characterization and spectral properties of this class.
In this article, we show the existence of a non-trivial hyperinvariant subspace for normaloid AN -operators and minimaloid AM-operators.
This article is divided into four sections. Section 2, consists of the basic terminology and results, which are used throughout the article. In section 3 and section 4 we show the existence of non-trivial hyperinvariant subspace for normaloid AN -operators and minimaloid AM-operators, respectively. If R(T ) is finite dimensional, then T is called a finite-rank operator. If T maps every bounded set in H onto a pre-compact set in H, then T is called a compact operator. We denote the set of all finite-rank and compact operators in B(H) by F(H) and K(H), respectively. The quotient algebra B(H)/K(H) is called the Calkin algebra and π denote the natural homomorphism form
Notations and preliminaries
An operator T is said to be an isometry, if T x = x for all x ∈ H. If N (T ) = {0} and T is isometry on N (T ) ⊥ , then T is called a partial isometry.
For T ∈ B(H), T * denote the adjoint of T . If T = T * and T * T = T T * then T is called self-adjoint and normal, respectively. We call T to be positive (denoted by
The Weyl's spectrum and Essential spectrum of T are defined by
We define
It is known that σ ess (T ) ⊆ σ w (T ) and since σ ess (T ) = ∅, σ ω (T ) = ∅. Equivalently, Weyl's spectrum can also be defined as
See [14] , for more details about Fredholm theory.
AN -operators
In this section, we discuss hyperinvariant subspaces of normaloid absolutely norm attaining operators. First, we give a brief introduction about these operators. If T ∈ B(H), then T is norm attaining, if there exist x ∈ S H , such that T = T x . We say T to be absolutely norm attaining, if for every closed subspace M ⊆ H, T | M : M → H is norm attaining operator. We denote the class of all absolutely norm attaining operators by AN (H). From [16, Theorem 5.1], we have the following characterization for positive AN -operators. For more details about AN -operators, we refer [5, 16, 18, 19] . The result below is proved in [15] , we give a shorter proof here. Using the essential spectrum, we try to connect the AN property of an operator with its adjoint. Our next result improves Theorem 2.7 of [18] . (1) T ∈ AN (H 1 , H 2 ).
(2) T * ∈ AN (H 2 , H 1 ).
(3) σ ess (T * T ) = σ ess (T T * ).
Proof. By [18, Theorem 2.7], it is enough to show that condition (1) and (2) As 0 ∈ σ ess (T * T ), we have α = 0. That is, T * T is compact and hence we can conclude that T is compact. Also, T T * is compact, which implies that σ ess (T T * ) = {0}. This proves the result. Proof. Suppose T, T * ∈ AN (H). Proposition 3.3 and [18, Theorem 2.4] implies that σ ess (T * T ) = σ ess (T T * ) = {α 2 }, for some α ∈ R + ∪ {0}. This is equivalent to say σ(π(T ) * π(T )) = {α 2 } = σ(π(T )π(T ) * ). By [19, Theorem 2.5] T * T = α 2 I + K 1 − F 1 and T T * = α 2 I + K 2 − F 2 , for some K 1 , K 2 ∈ K(H) + and F 1 , F 2 ∈ F(H) + . Thus T * T − T T * ∈ K(H). Consequently T is essentially normal and π(T ) * π(T ) = α 2 I = π(T )π(T ) * .
If α = 0, then π(T ) = 0, consequently T, T * ∈ K(H). This implies σ ess (T ) = {0}.
On the other hand, if α > 0, then π (T /α) * π (T /α) = I = π (T /α) π (T /α) * . That is, π (T /α) is unitary. Thus σ (π (T /α)) ⊆ C(0, 1). This is equivalent to say σ ess (T ) ⊆ C(0, α).
The converse of above Theorem is not true. That is, if T is essentially normal and σ ess (T ) ⊆ C(0, α) for some α ∈ R + ∪ {0}, then T need not be an AN operator, see the following example.
Example 3.5. Let U be any unitary operator on l 2 (N) and S : l 2 (N) → l 2 (N) be the linear operator defined on the orthonormal basis as follows;
where {e n : n ∈ N} be the standard orthonormal basis for l 2 (N). Then, clearly S is not norm attaining and hence S / ∈ AN (l 2 (N) ). Now consider the operator T : l 2 (N) ⊕ l 2 (N) → l 2 (N) ⊕ l 2 (N), defined by
Clearly T is normal and σ ess (T ) ⊆ C(0, 1), but neither T nor T * belongs to AN (l 2 (N)).
The following result is useful in the sequel. We have the following consequence. Note that the condition that T is normaloid is used only in one case, namely, N (T ) = {0} = N (T * ) and α < T . Hence we can ask the following question.
Question 3.9. Can we drop the condition that T is normaloid in Theorem 3.8?
AM-operators
For T ∈ B(H), the minimum modulus of T is defined by
We say T to be minimum attaining, if there exist x ∈ S H such that m(T ) = T x and T is absolutely minimum attaining (shortly AM-operator), if for every closed subspace M ⊆ H, T | M : M → H is minimum attaining operator. We denote the class of all absolutely minimum attaining operators by AM(H). This class was defined in [6] and characterization of this class is discussed in [10] . For more details about AM operators, we refer to [6, 9, 10] .
By imitating the same procedure as in Propositions 3.3, 3.4 and using results [10, Theorem 5.8] and [15, Theorems 3.15, 3.16] , we can prove the following results for AM-operators as well.
Proposition 4.1. Let T ∈ B(H 1 , H 2 ). Then any two conditions of the following implies the third condition.
(1) T ∈ AM(H 1 , H 2 ).
(2) T * ∈ AM(H 2 , H 1 ).
(3) σ ess (T * T ) = σ ess (T T * ). Similar to normaloid operators, we can define the operators for which minimum modulus is the same as the least spectral value. 
